Prediction of results following Gamma Knife surgery for brain stem and other centrally located arteriovenous malformations: relation to natural course.
Two models for predicting the results of Gamma Knife surgery for brain stem and other centrally located arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) are presented. By using these models, the probability of total obliteration and the risk of complications can be predicted. The model to predict the probability for obliteration is based on the following two observations. First, there is a positive relationship between the minimum dose given to the AVM nidus and the incidence of obliteration. Second, there is a negative relationship between the AVM nidus volume and the minimum dose given in the obliterated cases. The risk estimation model is also based on two observations. First, centrally located AVMs carry a higher risk of complications than those located peripherally. Second, the average dose to volumes which are large for radiosurgery is related to the incidence of complications. The findings of this study may be used to estimate the consequences of Gamma Knife treatment for every individual case prior to the treatment. This makes a comparison between different treatment options and no treatment possible. The risk of hemorrhage without any treatment is also quantified.